1. Introduction 1.1. In the study of the regularity of generalized solutions of various problems for partial differential equations the notion of the hypoellipticity of linear partial differential operators has a central role. Originally the hypoelliptic operators were introduced by L. Hörmander in 1955, and for the results of the development one can today consult his monograph [13] , especially chapters LL and 1.3. (cf. Hörmander [13] , Theorem 11.1.1., p. 61). In this connection we also refer to the papers of H.-J. Herrler [10] [11] , K. Doppel and N. Jacob [5] , N. Jacob [14] , and B. Schomburg [21] . We would also like to remark that D. Mangeron [17] Do'u(n) : Do'u(r) : 0 for all au €. NP with lall,l"'l < 1 at the boundary points a e l0,t x lC,z.
2.4. To give a weak formulation of Problem (ft) we define (2.9) l:: {or € Nf' I l"'l< 1} x {o2 € Nf, I l"rl S ti. To estimate the second term in (3.9), we choose t € N with t , in, + lo'1. (3.13) llr""ll.,,*,,n : ( l.,llo",rr,,')ll"*,,n,
Thus we get Do2 D"' z e L2(Q) for all at' e Np and therefore z e Wk(O) for all /c e No . By the Sobolev embedding we have z e C-(0).
Jar'
are measurable on O1 . Since each finite sum of measurable functions is measurable, we get (i).
To prove the second statement we replace (3.1) in Theorem 3.1 by (3.8) and get analogously to (3.3) llo"' ,(r,,')ll,*r,n, s.,llD" f{u,,')ll,.n, ror all vr € or (3.19) llu^ll"+r,r+z;e 3 cet ll.f,,;;",r,n .
Analogously we have llu*, -u*zlls+z,t+2;o S c"t ll.f-, -f*rll",t;e. Therefore (u*)*eN is a Cauchy sequence in ä'''(O) and there exists a function fi E ltc*2,t*2(O) with (8.20) _lIL llt -u*lls+z,t+z;o : 0. Flom the inequality lla -"llo,n < llt -u-llo;o * Jl"--ullo;o for all rn € N and from the estimates (3.20) und (3.21) it follows u : fi and therefore u e Hc+2,t+2(Q). The assertion (3,18) is then an irnmediate conclusion of (3.19) . From Theorem 3.5 a further regularity result immediately follows:
